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SEGGER Brings Music and Technology
Together
LAURA DOLAN, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR

SEGGER has announced it will support the MIDI class
with emUSB-Host. This will allow the USB host stack to
correlate with various music gadgets including MIDI
controllers, sequencers, drum machines, samplers, effect
units, synthesizers or different instruments.
Read More +

Spectral Sensor From ams Suits Mobile Applications
RICH NASS, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

One thing that I?ve learned about ams is that the company is all about sensors. If you need to
sense something, whether it?s consumer, industrial health care, automotive, or something else,
there?s a good chance ams has an answer for you.
Read More +

BOPLA to Appear at embedded world
2019
LAURA DOLAN, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR

BOPLA will be appearing at embedded world from
February 26 - 28 in Nuremberg in hall 3, booth 3-155
exhibiting its integration of displays and touchscreens
into industrial embedded applications.
Read More +

Quantum Computing and AI Edge Network Quantum
Computing Equipment and Services may Reach $7.7B by
2023
LAURA DOLAN, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR

ResearchAndMarkets.com added The "Quantum Intelligence: Quantum Computing and Artificial
Intelligence 2018 - 2023" report to its offering.
Read More +

Arm Mali ISPs Give Eyes to the Internet
of Things
BRANDON LEWIS, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

The Internet of Things is being humanized as electronic
device manufacturers develop more products based on
human sensory input. The ?voice-first revolution? is fully
underway as tech companies continue to improve the
audio signal processing chain in connected objects. With
advances in computer vision, engineers now want to give
these intelligent devices eyes.
Read More +

Qt Releases Qt for Python
LAURA DOLAN, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR

The Qt Company announced its Qt for Python to help developers better visualize large quantities
of data linked to their Python development projects, as well as gaining access to Qt?s
professional support services and global community.
Read More +

AImotive aiSim2 autonomous vehicle
simulator brings determinism to
hardware/software-in-the-loop testing
BRANDON LEWIS, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

AImotive has released the aiSim2 simulator, an
autonomous vehicle technology for testing and validating
self-driving cars. Unlike game-based simulators, aiSim2
relies on a purpose-built engine and optimized hardware
that adhere to the laws of physics and deliver high levels
of determinism and realism.
Read More +

Verifysoft Technology Introduces Testwell CTC ++ 9.0
LAURA DOLAN, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR

Verifysoft Technology GmbH has released its new version 9.0 of Testwell CTC ++, supporting
variable templates from the C ++ 14 standard with the original functionalities of the upcoming C
++ 20 standard already included in Testwell CTC ++ 9.0.
Read More +

Would Faster DSP Performance Improve Your Time-critical
Control?

Delivering almost double the performance of previous single-core dsPIC? Digital Signal
Controllers (DSC), the dsPIC33CK DSC?s enables faster deterministic performance for timecritical control.
With 100 MIPS performance, the 16-bit dsPIC33CK is ideally suited for motor control, digital
power and other applications requiring sophisticated algorithms such as automotive sensors
and industrial automation.
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Case Study: Embedded Computing
Design at Embedded World ? We believe
in big numbers
OPENSYSTEMS MEDIA

OpenSystems Media believes in BIG numbers. Over the
past 30 years, OpenSystems Media has consistently led
the industry in lead generation, especially when it comes
to events like Embedded World.
Read More +
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